
M E D I C A T I O N  A D H E R E N C E

Gain Operational Efficiency by 
Optimizing Your Pre-Pack Workflow

MTS-350 Semi-Automated Filler and Sealer

The Omnicell® MTS-350™ is a flexible, easy-to-use filler and sealer capable 
of filling most oral medications into a variety of singledose blister card 
packaging. By enabling your pharmacy technicians to package more than 
240 cards per hour, the MTS-350 helps you achieve significant operational 
efficiency within your pre-pack operation.

Features

 A Package up to 10 times faster than by hand
 A Fill a wide range of medications and packaging styles
 A Use minimal operator motion
 A Provide consistent, quality sealing with temperature and  
time controls

 A Eliminate blister card pressure variant using robust  
automated sealing station 

Benefits

 A Motorized tablet filling system with adjustable speed and  
easy-to-change brushes

 A Tool-less filling system change-over
 A Seal station automatically opens when the cycle is complete
 A Easy-to-read digital temperature controller
 A Stainless steel and anodized aluminum construction allows  
for easy cleaning
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Expand Your Pre-Pack Capabilities with  
the Addition of Omnicell Printing Solutions 

License Plate Labeling System

The license plate labeling system perfectly meets the needs of 
the long-term care pharmacy that requires barcode-scannable 
labels. Whether you need horizontal labels for standard punch 
cards, vertical labels for unit dose boxes, special labels for syringes, 
refrigerated items, compounds and more– this system gives you 
the flexibility to create it all.

 A Design options for identification of narcotics, day of the week, 
delivery times and more

 A Peel-and-present or batch printing options

Reduce Medication Waste with More  
Packaging Options

Unit Dose Foil Labeling System

The unit dose foil labeling system produces high-quality foil lidding 
containing all pertinent drug information and barcodes, helping you 
improve efficiency and control costs while meeting the needs of 
your customers.

 A Accommodate diverse packaging needs including unit-dose 
box, short-cycle dispensing, reclaimable blister cards, eKits and 
automated dispensing cabinets

 A Reduce waste by pre-packing expensive medications into 
reclaimable blister cards (as allowed by state regulations)
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Break Through Bottlenecks in Pre-Pack with 
the Label Conveyor Applicator (LCA) System

The LCA System automates the labeling process for your 
pre-pack operation while delivering reduced labor time and 
increased pre-pack efficiency. Using a high-speed label applicator 
system, the label conveyor applicator is used immediately after 
the packing process to automate the application of the pre-
pack label. It prints, positions and sticks the label, guaranteeing 
perfect placement every time.

Key benefits include:

 A Automates your pre-pack operation

 A Reduces labor time

 A Increases pre-pack efficiency

Visit Omnicell.com/Medication-Adherence to learn more today. 

For Your Pharmacy. For Your Patients.

Your partner for optimized outcomes. 
 
Through industry-leading medication packaging and automation solutions, Omnicell empowers pharmacies to work more efficiently, 
to improve medication safety and satisfaction for their employees, customers and patients.

http://www.omnicell.com
http://Omnicell.com/Medication-Adherence

